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ARRINGTON LEONARD J ed with THOMAS G ALEXANDER
DONALD Q CANNON RICHARD H CRACROFT and NEAL A
LAMBERT voices from the past diaries journals and
autobiographies compiled by campus education week program
under the direction of the education week department division of
continuing education brigham young university provo BYU
press 1980 154154ppappp 3255253253233.233.25

reviewed by mark R grandstaff masters candidate in family and local history
as well as researcher for the department of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university

from the church s inception latter day saint leaders have
advocated and church members have kept some form of personal
record thanks to the efforts of individuals such as willard richards
and andrew jenson the early saints were requested to turn in
church related records jenson also encouraged church members to
write their autobiographies and submit them to the churchschurche historical
office even today church authorities strongly suggest that members
write their personal and family histories and that they regularly record
important events in a journal brigham young university sponsors
oral history programs such as the work done by the charles redd
center for western studies and many publishers specializing in
LDS history have begun to issue important diaries including those of
wilford woodruff john D lee hosea stout and charles lowell
walker BYU studies itself has recently published the john taylor
nauvoo journal vol 233

voices from the past according to its editors is a compilation
that presents family records of true life adventure and inspiration
and particularly emphasizes mormon family experiences from 1830 to
1880 the volume is void of any other form of introduction
it is not annotated nor does it give any clue as to why a particular
journal diary or autobiography was chosen as a representation of

mormon family life however the work is arranged in chronological
order and it does demonstrate the value of using personal records in
the study of mormon history
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selections relate eyewitness accounts of the missouri persecuperselu
tionseions the prophets martyrdom the british and danish emigrants
journey across the ocean the saints trials at council bluffs lot
smiths intrigues during the utah war and the pioneers struggles as
they attempted to establish a home in the vastness of utah to some
degree these accounts do enhance our understanding of mormon
history yet they fail in the editors stated purpose of giving the reader
some feeling for mormon family life especially disappointing is the
fact that there is relatively little mention of polygamy certainly if
mormon family life is to be adequately portrayed more excerpts from
polygamous families should have been included similarly no excerpts
discuss the implications of the 1890 manifesto for mormon families
while one could argue that few families were directly affected the
manifesto and its impact on the way the mormonscormons would in the
future respond to their church leaders cannot be ignored these
faults in combination with the lack of an introduction and annotation
severely restrict the use of the work

nevertheless this may be faithful history at its best written by
the faithful believer for his posterity rather than by the historian for
the scholarly community

LUDLOW VICTOR 1 isaiah prophet seer and poet salt lake
city deseret book 1982 578 ppap 1395159513.951395

reviewed by paul Y hoskisson assistant professor of ancient history and religious
education at brigham young university

with the publication ofofisaiahisaiah prophet seer andpoetundand poet victor
L ludlow has accomplished what few scholars have done presented
a worthy commentary on one of the most difficult books in world
literature the task that victor L ludlow set for himself would have
discouraged lesser scholars but he has the credentials and the will to
pursue the project the work examines the historical context
literary style scriptural context and doctrinal application of isaiah
and is designed to help the readers of isaiah to understand his
writings p xi here for the first time latter day saints have at
their command a commentary on isaiah that brings together LDS
doctrine reputable scholarship and an informed discussion of the
nature of the hebrew writings of isaiah

two features of the book deserve special note first the entire
book of isaiah has been included within the text of the commentary
making it unnecessary to keep a copy of the bible at hand to read the
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